
COUNTERTOPS & SINKS 



MSI is North America's largest full service distributor 
of premium quality countertops. 
Our countertops selections include Q'" Premium Natural Quartz, granite, marble, Stile Porcelain slab and quartzite. In addition 
to countertops. MSI carries a wide variety of sinks so customers can find their kitchen and bath needs at one location. With 
over 40 showrooms and selection centers across North America and a fleet of over 300 trucks. MSI is the perfect place to 
hand select high-quality material for your next project. 
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Premium Naturai™ 
QUARTZ 

From MSI 

CARRARA BREVE 

Scan to visit 
qfrommsi.com 

QUARTZ: A NATURAL BEAUTY 
WITH ETERNAL. LOOKS 
There are countertops. and then there's 0. In a league all on its own. 
0 Premium Natural Quartz Countertops embodies modern elegance 
with the perfect mix of natural and manufactured materials for superior 
style and performance. With over 100 scratch, heat. and stain resistant 
styles. you can count on Oto retain its good looks even in the busiest of 
settings. 

WHYQ? 
0 Premium Natural Quartz is a leading-edge collection of unique 
and innovative countertop solutions from MSI. an esteemed family
owned multi-surface company and the number one importer of 
quartz slabs in the United States. With global sourcing capabilities 
and other state-of-the-art facilities along with U.S.-based 
manufacturing. MSI can offer solutions for any space and design 
challenge. With a nationwide reach of over 40 distribution centers 
across major cities, we make dream surfaces attainable. 

LUMALUXE 
0 Premium Natural Quartz with Luma Luxe and Luma Luxe Ultra 
creates today's most beautiful natural quartz countertop. A break
through in quartz engineering, Lumaluxe is an exclusive MSI 
formulation which enhances how light interacts with your countertop 
surface. ultimately pushing the boundaries of realism with increased 
depth, dramatic veining, and more immersive colors. 

VARIETY OF ON-TREND COLORS & STYLES 
0 Premium Natural Quartz is available in a wide array of marble. 
natural and modern designs. Beautiful and timeless colors. from 
warm to cool white, light to dark gray tones. and rich creams and 
inviting browns. enhance the look of a room no matter the design. 
Dramatic to subtle veins offer the look of natural marble. 

DURABLE 
Treated and pressed, natural quartz is one of nature's hardest 
minerals. 0 Quartz offers a 99.9% solid. non-porous surface with 
superior stain. scorch, scratch. and chip resistance to stand up 
against the wear and tear of daily life. 

LOW MAINTENANCE 
0 Premium Natural Quartz requires no sealing. polishing, or 
reconditioning. The products are easy to care for and maintain. 
minimizing the need for harsh chemicals. Additionally, the natural. 
non-porous surface resists stains from coffee. tea. fruitjuices. food 
coloring. and many other surface agents. 

WARRANTY 
Includes Lifetime Warranty 

https://qfrommsi.com


QUARTZ LOOKS - OVER 100 DESIGNS IN STOCK NATIONWIDE 

MARBLE LOOKS - SUBTLE VEINS 
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Scan for 
more on 
Elite Quartz 

Q™ MANUFACTURING FACILITY, ELITE QUARTZ 
MSl's domestic manufacturing plant located in South Carolina utilizes both 
patented processes and state-of-the-art machinery to produce the whitest 
and most natural looking quartz in the market. 
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LU MALUXE ULTRA® 
LIGHT · REALISM • DEPTH 
Built on the breakthrough Lumaluxe 
formulation, Lumaluxe Ultra is a proprietary 
and patented technology exclusively 
produced by Elite Quartz- MSl's South Carolina 
manufacturing facility. 

WHAT DOES LUMALUXE 
ADD TO OUR QUARTZ DESIGNS? 
In a word: Depth! 
We hear time and time again that what makes 
natural stone Quartzite's desirable as a surface 
is the translucency and depth of material. 
Luma Luxe adds depth of color to Quartz 
material enhancing the beauty and naturalism 
of veining and background color. 
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Scan for more 
on Lumaluxe 



NATURAL STONE COLLECTIONS 
MSI is a full service provider of Natural Stone. We travel the world to bring 
you the most luxurious. and affordable collections on the market including 
Brazilian granite. Italian marble. and soapstone. 





STILE PORCELAIN SLABS: A REVOLUTION 
Stile Porcelain slabs puts our love of beautiful veins and modern sophistication on display 
in a large format lightweight, and ultra-thin polished porcelain panels (6mm. 12mm. and 
now 2cm) But why stop at the countertops? Stile Porcelain slabs is a modern-day marvel 
suitable for virtually all your interior and exterior residential and commercial projects. Stile 
is low-maintenance, easy to clean and impervious to germs and bacteria. 

6mm and 12mm thickness are ideal for: 
• Flooring, Walls. Shower and Bath Surrounds, Exterior Cladding 

2cm thickness is ideal for: 
• Kitchen and Bathroom Countertops, Outside Kitchen Countertops, Shower Walls 

CALACATTA MARSELLA 
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SINKS: YES. WE'VE GOT THOSE, TOO 
MSI provides a full range of stainless steel. quartz composite. and ceramic sinks. 
Choose from single bowl. double bowl. and farmhouse sink options. 

BLACK QUARTZ DOUBLE BOWL 60-40-3219 



STAINLESS 18 GAUGE STAINLESS 16 GAUGE 

SINGLE BOWL HANDCRAFTED DOUBLE BOWL HANDCRAFTED 
3219 50/50-3219 

VANITY SINKS - PORCELAIN 

BLACK QUARTZ 
SINGLE BOWL 3219 

FARMHOUSE APRON 

BLACK QUARTZ DOUBLE 
BOWL 50/50-3219 

• 
VANITY WHITE OVAL VANITY WHITE RECTANGLE 

PORCELAIN 1714 PORCELAIN 2015 

FIRECLAY FARMHOUSE WHITE 
SINGLE BOWL 

3220 

SINGLE BOWL 
HANDCRAFTED 

FARMHOUSE WITH APRON 
3321 
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SINGLE BOWL 
3018 

QUARTZ COMPOSITE 

DOUBLE BOWL 
50/50 - 3118 

Scan for more on Sinks 



Founded in 1975, MSI is the Leading supplier of premium surfaces in North America. 
tvlSl's portfolio of accessible and affordable products include flooring, countertops, decorative mosaics, 
wall tile, and hardscape products. tvlSI has over 40 distribution centers across the United States and Canada 
and maintains over 250 million square feet of inventory, imported from over 37 different countries on six 
continents. 
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* Orange, CA 
Corporate Headquarters 
& Distribution Center 

• 
♦ Cartersville, GA 

MSI LVT Manufacturing Plant 

■ Latta, SC 
MSI Quartz Manufacturing Plant 



MSI continues to innovate and re-envision how customers select their countertops for their design projects. 
We have recently launched web-based augmented reality tools that allow you to effortlessly populate MSI products digitally 
in your living space with a click of a button. 

MSl's Multi-Surface Visualizer 

MSI 

IIScan to visualize your next countertop. 

MSl's Image Search Tool 
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Scan to find MSI image resources. 

MSl's Slab Inventory Search Tool 

MSI 

SLAB INVENTORY SEARCH 
TOOL 
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Scan to search slab inventory. R 
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MSl's Slab Selection 
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■ Scan to find MSI slab selection video. B 
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MS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
msisurfaces.com 

https://msisurfaces.com



